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Gorilla Post User Instructions – Standard Magnetic Posts
Congratulations on your recent purchase of the Gorilla Post System. The system components include the metal mounting base
plate, epoxy to permanently attach the plate to the concrete or asphalt subsurface, the post or bollard, and removal tool.

ALERT: Verify you have a removal tool before placing a post onto a plate.
See images 2-A & 3-A.
Preparing Post or Bollard for use and Placing onto the Base
Plate
1) Remove all the materials, paper or plastic, attached to the underside of the magnetic base during shipment. (image 1-A)
2) Once the base plate’s epoxy has fully cured, the post or bollard can be lowered onto the plate. The magnetic pull is very strong and will be felt first when the base is about 4” above the plate.
The post or bollard should couple to the plate so that the center bolt in the magnetic base is resting in the
image 1-A
center hole of the base plate. If you push the top of the post or bollard a few inches off center and the
magnetic base rocks, remove the post or bollard with a removal tool and lower onto the plate again until the magnetic base does not rock. (image 1-B)
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Using the Removal Tool to Free the
Post from the Plate: The HandOperated Tool Option
1) Identify any one of the four tool access points molded into
the black rubber cover. (image 2-A)
2) Guide the tool tip into the access point. (image 2-B)
3) Use your foot to ensure the tool tip is firmly inserted into the
image 2-A
access point and to keep pressure on the tool tip. (image 2-C)
4) Grasp the top of the post to push the top of the post away from you 12” then crisply pull the top
of the tool towards you until the post decouples from the round metal base plate. (image 2-D)

See Foot-Operated Removal Tool on back side
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Using the Removal Tool to Free the Post
from the Plate: The Foot-Operated Tool
Option
1) Identify any one of the four tool access points molded into the black
rubber cover and guide the tool tip into the access point. (image 3-A)
2) Use your hand to ensure the tool tip is firmly inserted into the access point. (image 3-B)
image 3-B
image 3-C
image 3-A
3) Grasp the top of the post to push the top of the post away from you
12” then place your foot on the flat portion of the tool and crisply step downwards in one smooth motion. The post will decouples from the round metal base plate. (image 3-C)
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